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Nuclear energy levels are characterized in part by
their isospin quantum numbers. Ordinary nuclides are
well described by an independent-particle model with
ground-state isospins equal to the minimum possible value
Tmin 5 abs(A/22 Z). It has been suggested that ex-
tremely neutron rich nuclei constitute a second branch
of the table of isotopes whose ground states have the max-
imum possible isospin Tmax5 A/2 and that neutral mem-
bers of the Tmax branch (i.e., polyneutrons) serve as
mediating particles for the new class of nuclear reac-
tions discovered by Fleischmann and Pons. The energet-
ics of the new reactions have been qualitatively described
by a liquid-drop model. Recent measurements of the mass
spectrum of reaction products produced in the new reac-
tions make possible a refinement of the model, providing
an explanation for gaps of instability separating ranges
of stability in the mass spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established experimentally and theoreti-
cally that reactions between charged nuclei cannot occur
at ordinary temperatures and pressures. A kinetic or po-
tential energy boost on the order of a million electron
volts is required to overcome the Coulomb barrier. This
level of kinetic energy is not available at the low tem-
peratures of the new class of nuclear reactions discov-
ered by Fleischmann and Pons1 ~cold fusion reactions!,
nor is sufficient potential energy available from the dis-
tortions of crystalline material in which the nuclei may
be embedded. These energies fall many orders of mag-
nitude short of what is required.

The situation is different for reactions between a
charged nucleus and a neutral particle. For these reac-
tions there is no Coulomb barrier to prevent the two from
coming close enough to react. Conventional nuclear re-

actors exploit this situation with neutrons as the neutral
particles. Although neutrons are unstable and decay to
hydrogen nuclei in a few minutes, a single stray neutron
in a properly designed reactor can initiate a chain reac-
tion that generates vast numbers of neutrons in a very
short time. Also, vast quantities of energy can be gener-
ated from the associated nuclear reactions.

We know that neutrons cannot be responsible for cold
fusion reactions because they are seldom observed—and
never in sufficient numbers. Some other neutral particle
is required. We note that these reactions are unlike any
of the nuclear processes with which we are familiar, and
we should not be surprised if this revolutionary discov-
ery turns out to require a revolutionary explanation. To
recapitulate, if cold fusion reactions do in reality occur,
they cannot occur between charged nuclei and must be
mediated by neutral particles other than neutrons. There
are two possibilities. The neutral particles may be poly-
neutrons~groups of neutrons bound together by nuclear
forces at densities comparable with those in charged nu-
clei!, or they may be exotic new particles beyond the ken
of current physics.

This paper explores the possibility that the required
neutral particles are polyneutrons. The binding energies
of polyneutrons are quantified in a liquid-drop model.
Model parameters are determined from the results ob-
served in selected cold fusion reactions. In this way, many
such reactions can be quantitatively understood. More im-
portantly the model points to a number of clear-cut pre-
dictions that can be experimentally confirmed or refuted.
If refuted, the polyneutron model will have to be dis-
carded, and a neutral particle new to physics must be
sought. If on the other hand the polyneutron model can
be confirmed, as seems likely based on its ability to ex-
plain so much of what we see, it will open up a new branch
of nuclear physics.

The possibility that neutrons may be bound into poly-
neutrons has been considered before. Experimentally, the
dineutron2n is known not to be bound,2 but it fails of
binding by only;0.1 MeV so that a collection of di-
neutrons bound together by pair-binding of the type
elucidated by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer3 ~BCS!
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in their theory of superconductivity is likely to be bound.
Calculations based on interaction potentials deduced from
ordinary nuclei, neglecting the additional binding ex-
pected from the BCS correlation, have suggested that
polyneutrons smaller than;100 n are not bound. With
the BCS interaction included, we can expect binding of
smaller aggregates. The present analysis suggests that
6n may be the smallest bound polyneutron.

Polyneutrons cannot persist in nature because their
constituent neutrons are unstable. In successive beta de-
cays, they transmute through the chainAn r AH r AHe
and so on until the buildup of Coulomb energy makes
further decay energetically unfavorable. PolyneutronsAn
have isospinT5 A02 with three-componentT3 5 2A02.
Replacement of a neutron by a proton transformsAn to
massive hydrogenAH and changes the three-component
to T35 2A0211, but it leaves total isospin of the ground
state unchanged atT 5 A02. Total isospin does not de-
crease because a change would require disruption of the
nuclear pair correlation, which in turn would require an
increase in energy comparable with the energy gap in the
BCS excitation spectrum. All beta decay descendants are
members of a single isospin multiplet. Together, poly-
neutrons and their beta decay descendants constitute a
second, extremely neutron rich, branch of the Table of
Isotopes.

The energy release in cold fusion reactions shows
that large numbers of polyneutrons must participate, on
the order of 10100J of energy production. This raises a
serious question as to where they come from. In the pic-
ture presented in this paper, they all come from a single
initial polyneutron that, like a single neutron in a con-
ventional nuclear reactor, multiplies in a chain reaction
to the large number required. Polyneutron reactions are
more complex than neutron reactions because polyneu-
trons can grow in size by picking up neutrons from
charged nuclei. As a result, such reactions lead to a range
of sizes, up to a thousand neutrons or larger. In inter-
action with charged nuclei, the large polyneutrons can
fission, providing the multiplication step required for a
chain reaction.

Even with polyneutron growth and multiplication to
account for a chain reaction and the generation of vast
numbers of polyneutrons, it still is necessary to account
for the first polyneutron. As we have seen, polyneutrons
cannot be natural constituents of matter because they are
unstable. We must suppose that stable members of the
Tmax branch of the Table of Isotopes exist in nature4 and
that an initial polyneutron is generated when a neutron
interacts with one of them,n 1 AX r Bn 1 A2B11X. The
following analysis identifies a range of isotopesAX that
are capable of generating polyneutrons in exothermic re-
actions of this type. Although this process for generating
an initial polyneutron requires that stable members of the
Tmaxbranch be present in nature, there need not be many
of them. A very low concentration relative to ordinary
isotopes would suffice. The initial polyneutron may be

generated in the electrolyte, for example, fromTmax lith-
ium in a lithium-salt electrolyte or fromTmaxcarbon in a
carbonate electrolyte. It may be generated in a reactor
component, for example, fromTmax carbon in a rubber
O-ring. In contrast, it may be generated outside the re-
actor, for example, from nitrogen in the air, whence it
can diffuse into the reactor.

The nuclear chain reaction suggested here requires
polyneutron growth in the electrolyte followed by poly-
neutron fission in the cathode, followed by growth again
in the electrolyte and fission again in the cathode, and so
on for many cycles. The ability to support this chain re-
action can depend on many factors, including the topol-
ogy of the electrolyte-cathode interface and the location
and severity of the stirring caused by bubbling at the cath-
ode surface. These conditions are very complex, but one
can begin to see a way of understanding the erratic and
unpredictable results of many experiments where the sur-
face and interface conditions are not well characterized
or controlled and where they may change during the
course of electrolysis.

Difficult as it may be to accept the idea of a second,
and until the present, unnoticed, branch of the Table of
Isotopes, of which the neutral members are the polyneu-
trons here described, an explanation at least as revolu-
tionary as this is required if cold fusion reactions are to
be understood and united with the existing body of nu-
clear knowledge.

POLYNEUTRON REACTIONS

The analogy between neutron matter and liquid he-
lium has suggested that although neutron pairs and he-
lium atom pairs are not bound, a sufficiently large number
of neutrons will form a stable aggregate just as a suffi-
ciently large number of helium atoms will form a liquid
drop.2 The dineutron fails of binding by; 1

10
_ MeV. If the

interaction of a small cluster of dineutrons were to re-
duce their mutual energy by several tenths or more of a
mega-electron-volt per neutron, they would form a bound
droplet of nuclear matter. The BCS correlated-pair inter-
action favors such binding, which is assumed in the fol-
lowing analysis.

The nuclear processes involved in cold fusion reac-
tions must include a set of exothermic reactions that ac-
complish the creation of an initial polyneutron, that
support polyneutron growth and multiplication, and that
support transmutation of ordinary independent-particle
isotopes. The following illustrative reactions are capable
in principle of meeting these requirements.

An initial polyneutronBn can be created in a reac-
tion such as

1n 1 AX r Bn 1 A2B11X , ~1!

whereAX andA2B11X areTmax isotopes withAX assumed
present in nature and where~in experiments to date! the
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initiating neutron is a stray from the environment.@The
following analysis shows that reaction~1! is exothermic
if AX is any of the following stableTmax isotopes: lithium
with mass numberA 5 35, 37, and 39; beryllium with
A 5 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, and 63 through 76; boron with
A 5106 through 130; carbon withA 5187 through 208;
nitrogen withA 5 304 through 313; and possibly hy-
drogen withA 5 6.# Polyneutron growth can be sup-
ported in experimental systems containing lithium by the
reactions

An 1 7Li r A12n 1 5Li ~2a!

and

E11n 1 6Li r E12n 1 5Li , ~2b!

whereE is an even integer. The5Li promptly decays to
4He1 1H, providing a mechanism for the generation of
helium in cold fusion reactions as observed by Miles
et al.5 For appropriate ranges ofA andB, polyneutrons
can multiply in reactions such as

A1B16n 1 102Pdr An 1 Bn 1 108Pd ~3a!

and

A1B16n 1 58Ni r An 1 Bn 1 64Ni . ~3b!

Note that a chain reaction is supported by reactions~2a! and
~2b! together with either of reactions~3a! or~3b!. Note also
that polyneutrons can grow extremely large by repetition
of reactions~2a! and~2b!. Isotopes of independent-particle
nuclides can be transmuted in reactions such as

A14n 1 105Pdr An 1 109Pd
109Pdr 109Ag ~13.7 h!

J ~4a!

A14n 1 61Ni r An 1 65Ni
65Ni r 65Cu ~2.5 h!

J . ~4b!

The liquid-drop model provides a quantitative treatment
that shows all of these reactions to be exothermic.

Because of the very weak binding of an unpaired
neutron to the BCS correlated-pair state, we expect that
for evenE the mass excess of the polyneutronE11n will
be larger than that ofEn by an amount approaching the
mass excess of a free neutron. The reactionEn 1 6Li r
E11n 1 4He 1 1H then is endothermic, and the genera-
tion of odd-A polyneutrons by interaction with lithium
is not energetically accessible. As a consequence, we
expect that polyneutrons growing on lithium will have
evenA as in reactions~2a! and ~2b!.

In contrast, odd-A polyneutrons and odd-A hydro-
gen in theTmax configuration can be generated when
even-A polyneutrons interact with ordinary hydrogen
~hereE1 andE2 are both even integers!:

E11E2n 1 1H r H E1n 1 E211H ~5a!
E111n 1 E2H . ~5b!

With mass excess values from the liquid-drop model de-
veloped below, these reactions are exothermic for appro-
priate ranges ofE1 andE2 but less exothermic than
reaction~2!. Because they are less exothermic, we ex-
pect them to be slower than reaction~2!, with the conse-
quence that polyneutrons on balance are able to grow very
large in the electrolyte.

Whenever an odd-A polyneutron is produced in re-
action~5b!, it shortly thereafter loses its odd neutron in
one of many reactions then energetically available. In an
electrolyte containing heavy water, for example, we can
have

E11n 1 2H r En 1 3H , ~6!

accounting for the generation of tritium observed in such
systems.6

From reactions~5a! and ~5b! we expect approxi-
mately equal numbers of odd-A and even-A isotopes of
hydrogen. Because of the Coulomb barrier, they cannot
participate in reactions with other charged nuclides, but
as will be shown, they undergo beta decay and fission
until only stable daughterTmax nuclides remain.

REVIEW OF MASS SPECTROMETRY EVIDENCE

Beginning with Fleischmann and Pons,1 the earliest
experiments involving cold fusion reactions were con-
cerned with the generation of energy in amounts too great
to be attributable to chemical reactions or experimental
uncertainties. More recent experiments have been con-
cerned with the properties and identities of nuclear reac-
tion products. Neutron activation analysis and other
techniques of analysis that enable identification of ordi-
nary nuclides are not at present capable of identifying
Tmax nuclides because the excitation spectra ofTmax nu-
clides are unknown. Direct detection by mass spectrom-
etry is required. The secondary ion mass spectrometry
experiments by Miley et al.7 and of Mizuno et al.8 are of
particular utility. These sets of experiments are fully ca-
pable of detectingTmaxisotopes, and they corroborate each
other in finding significant evidence for a wide range of
nuclear reaction products.

Reactor volume in the Miley experiments is
;1 cm3. The reactor contains about a thousand small plas-
tic or glass beads coated with one or more thin layers of
nickel or palladium or both. An electrolyte of Li2SO4 in
light water is recirculated through the reactor, and hy-
drogen is deposited on the metallic surfaces of the beads
by concurrent electrolysis. The electrodes are generally
made of titanium. Nuclear energy generation amounts to
a few watts. No gamma-ray emission is observed, and no
neutrons are observed. After typically several weeks of
reaction, secondary ion mass spectrometry shows that re-
action products with a wide range of masses have been
generated.
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Summary mass spectra for six experimental runs con-
ducted by Miley et al.9 are reproduced in Fig. 1. The ver-
tical scale in the figure is logarithmic. Practically all atoms
in the mass spectra are concentrated in discrete mass re-
gions, as summarized in Table I.

The results shown in Fig. 1 defy explanation in terms
of cold nuclear reactions involving solely the familiar
independent-particle nuclides. Ordinary nuclei cannot in-
teract without neutron mediation, cannot generate a wide
spectrum of reaction products without emission of gamma
rays, and cannot generate reaction products more mas-
sive than the reactants. The way is open for explanation
in terms ofTmax nuclides.

In the analytic treatment to follow, the boundaries of
the regions containing the vast majority of isotopes are
interpreted as the limits of stability of the isotopes in each
region. The finite lifetimes of unstable isotopes can blur
the boundaries of stability. The nearer an unstable iso-
tope lies to the boundary, the longer is its half-life and
the greater the likelihood of its survival for detection in
mass spectrometry. This introduces uncertainty when the
limits of stability are quantified because the residual pop-
ulation of unstable isotopes near the bounds of stability

will depend on the length of time between run termina-
tion and mass determination. The upper bounds of the
regions of stability are determined by beta decay and are
expected to be fairly sharply defined. The lower bounds
may be less sharply defined because they are determined
by fission, which is expected to have a longer lifetime

Fig. 1. Shown is a summary of production rates of long-lived isotopes in cold fusion reactions, determined by mass spectrometry
following the end of each run.9 It is proposed that most of these isotopes belong to a neutron-richTmaxbranch of the Table
of Isotopes. Mass number ranges with high production rates are interpreted as ranges ofTmax stability. Interposed ranges
with low production rates are interpreted as regions of instability whereTmax isotopes have short lives and disappear
before they can be detected.

TABLE I

Ranges of Stability for Nuclear Reaction Products in Fig. 1*

Nuclear ChargeZ Stability RangeA

1 H6 to 34J2
3
4 52 to 82
5 106 to 130
6 190 to 208

*Each range contains mass numbers for stableTmax isotopes of
a single element. A nuclear charge has been assigned to each
range as described in the text.
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because of the Coulomb barrier. The presence of ordi-
nary independent-particle isotopes in the mass spectrum
may also affect the definition of theTmaxregions, as may
experimental background uncertainties that follow from
the small sample size.

LIQUID-DROP MODEL

Liquid-drop models have proven useful for param-
eterizing the masses of ordinary nuclei~and of atoms when
the masses of the electrons are included!. A typical
model10 for atomic mass excess as it depends on mass
numberA and nuclear chargeZ for ordinary atoms is

D~A,Z! 5 ~A 2 Z!D~n! 1 ZD~1H! 2 avA 1 asA203

1 at ~A02 2 Z!20A 1 acZ~Z 2 1!A2103

1 ao~A,Z! , ~7!

where

~A 2 Z!D~n! 5 number of neutrons~A 2 Z!
times the neutron mass excess

ZD~1H! 5 number of protons times the hy-
drogen atom mass excess

avA 5 nuclear binding energy term pro-
portional to the number of
nucleons

as A203 5 surface energy term proportional
to the surface area of the nucleus

at~A02 2 Z!20A 5 energy that increases in propor-
tion to ~N 2 Z!20A, reflecting a
quadratic dependence of energy
on isospin

acZ~Z 2 1!A2103 5 Coulomb energy

ao~A,Z! 5 energy term that depends on
whetherN andZ are even or odd.

The model must be modified forTmax isotopes. The
at~A02 2 Z!20A term must be dropped because energy
depends linearly on isospin in the neighborhood ofT 5
A02. Nothing need be substituted for it because states with
isospinA02 2 1 are currently inaccessible.

The ao~A,Z! term now depends only on whetherA
is even or odd. For oddA this term is simplyao, and for
evenA it is zero.

The Coulomb termacZ~Z 2 1!A2103 must be modi-
fied to take account of proton pair correlations in the BCS
state. For a nuclide withA nucleons andZ protons, the
number of distinct proton pairings isZ~Z21!02, and the
number of distinct nucleon pairings isA~A 2 1!02. For
evenA, every fully paired configuration containsA02
pairs. The mean number of proton pairs in the nucleus
then is

Z~Z 2 1!02
A~A 2 1!02S A

2D 5
Z~Z 2 1!

2~A 2 1!
. ~8!

Because of the attractive pair interactions in the BCS state,
there is an elevated probability of finding two nucleons
close to each other. TheZ~Z21!A2103 term for Coulomb
energy does not recognize this elevated probability, which
adds an increment of Coulomb energy proportional to the
number of proton pairs. When the proton-pair term is in-
cluded, the Coulomb energy term becomesZ~Z 2 1! 3
@c1A2103 1 c2~A 2 1!21# . Although derived for evenA,
this expression is also used for oddA.

The nuclear binding energy can be represented as the
sum of a linear part proportional to the number of nucle-
onsA plus a nonlinear part that is a more complex func-
tion of A. For large nuclei, we expect that the two-
parameter formula2avA 1 asA203, as fit to mass values
for large nuclei, will provide a good representation of
nuclear binding energy for the BCS state. However, a
correction to the nonlinear part is required for the small-
est nuclei to allow for a weakening of nuclear binding
energy relative to that provided by the two-parameter for-
mula. The correction employed in this analysis is substi-
tution of~A1 c3!203 for A203 and addition of a termd~A!A
to provide additional weakening for very smallA.

With the foregoing modifications, the liquid-drop
model for the mass excess ofTmax atoms with evenA is

D~A,Z! 5 ~A 2 Z!D~n! 1 ZD~1H!

2 @av2 d~A!#A 1 as~A 1 c3!203

1 Z~Z 2 1!@c1A2103 1 c2~A 2 1!21# , ~9a!

and for atoms with odd~A 1 1!, the mass excess is

D~A 1 1,Z! 5 D~A,Z! 1 ao . ~9b!

The model contains five parameters~av, as, c1, c2, and
c3! and two correction termsd~A! andao—all of which
must be determined by appeal to the experimental data.

DETERMINATION OF PARAMETER VALUES

The Coulomb energy parametersc1 andc2 can be de-
termined from the upper mass bounds of the atomic sta-
bility regions indicated in Table I. The most massive atom
in each stability region is taken to be marginally stable
against beta decay, and the atom with one more neutron is
taken to be marginally unstable. For the stability region
characterized by nuclear chargeZ and forA equal to the
mass number of the most massive atom in that region, mar-
ginal beta stability requiresD~A,Z! ' D~A,Z 1 1!. Sub-
stituting from the liquid-drop formula, one can reduce this
expression to

c1A2103 1 c2~A 2 1!21 ' 0.39120Z MeV . ~10!
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Each ~A,Z! combination for a stable atom at the
high-mass boundary of a region of stability in Table I
leads to an equation in the unknown parametersc1 and
c2. The four combinations are reproduced in column 2
of Table II. The four resulting equations are approxi-
mately satisfied byc1 5 0.357 andc2 5 1.023. Using
these values, the limits of stability given by the model
are as shown in column 3 of Table II. The quality of the
fit supports the assignments of nuclear charge in Tables I
and II. Analysis shows that with any other assignments,
the quality of the fit is substantially degraded.

The surface energy parametersas andc3 can be de-
termined from the lower bounds for the stability regions
in Table I. The least massive atom in each stability re-
gion is taken to be marginally stable against decay by
fission, and the atom with one fewer neutron is taken to
be marginally unstable. For the stability region charac-
terized by nuclear chargeZ and forA equal to the mass
number of the least massive atom in that region, mar-
ginal stability against fission requires the following:

For everyB,Y combination,

D~A,Z! , D~A 2 B,Z 2 Y! 1 D~B,Y!

and for at least oneB,Y combination,

D~A 2 1,Z! . D~A 2 1 2 B,Z 2 Y! 1 D~B,Y!
6 . ~11!

Each~A,Z! combination for a stable atom at the lower
mass boundary of a region of stability in Table I leads to
an independent criterion for the unknown parametersas

andc3. The three~A,Z! combinations are reproduced in
column 2 of Table III. The three resulting criteria em-
bodied in Eq.~11! are approximately satisfied byas 5
0.079 andc3 5 25. Using these values, the limits of sta-
bility as given by the liquid-drop model are shown in col-
umn 3 of Table III.

Still to be determined are the coefficientav, the cor-
rection factord~A!, and the odd-A correction termao. In
determining these, we require first that reactions~1!, ~2a!,
~2b!, ~3a!, ~3b!, ~4a!, ~4b!, ~5a!, and~5b!, all related to
the polyneutron chain reaction and its side reactions, be
exothermic as claimed. Then, because the isotope11Li
undergoes beta decay with a half-life of 8.5 ms—a life-
time so long that it rules out any possibility of an exo-
thermic strong decay—we require that the unobserved
reactions

11Li r 7Li 1 4n ,
11Li r 6Li 1 5n ,
11Li r 4He1 1H 1 6n ,
11Li r 3He1 1H 1 7n ,

and
11Li r 1H 1 1H 1 1H 1 8n













~12!

be endothermic. Also, because the neutron-rich isotopes
AX at the high-mass end of the ordinary branch of the
Table of Isotopes are observed to decay only by beta

TABLE II

Nuclear Charge Dependence of the Upper Limit
of Beta Decay Stability forTmax Atoms*

Nucleon NumberA
at Upper Limit

of Beta Stability

Nuclear ChargeZ Experiment Model

1 6
2 18
3 34 40
4 82 76

5 130 130
6 208 208
7 313
8 449

*Column 1 gives the nuclear charge. Column 2 gives the corre-
sponding experimental upper limit of stability~from Table I!.
Column 3 gives the upper limit of stability provided by the
liquid-drop model@from Eq.~10!#.

TABLE III

Nuclear Charge Dependence of the Lower Limit of Stability
of Tmax Atoms*

Nucleon NumberA
at Lower Limit

of Stability
Nuclear
ChargeZ Experiment Model

Limiting
Decay Mode

1 6 3H 1 n 1 n
2 7 Electron capture
3 19 Electron capture
4 52 52 Fission

5 106 106 Fission
6 190 187 Fission
7 304 Fission
8 462 Fission

*Column 1 gives the nuclear charge. Column 2 gives the corre-
sponding experimental lower limit of stability~from Table I!.
Column 3 gives the lower limit of stability provided by the
liquid-drop model@from Eq.~11!#. Column 4 gives the decay
mode of the isotope with nucleon number just below the limit
of stability.
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decay, alpha decay, or spontaneous fission, we require
that all polyneutron-producing reactions

AX r A 2 BX 1 Bn ~13!

be endothermic. Finally, we require thatd~A! be negli-
gible for A $ 22 where the variation ofD~A,Z! is al-
ready accounted for by the parametersas, c1, c2, andc3
with a constant~but yet to be determined! volumetric co-
efficientav. By trial and error, it was found that all these
requirements can be satisfied by the assignmentsav 5
6.5, d~A! 5 0.001~A 2 24!3 for A , 24, d~A! 5 0 for
A $ 24, andao 5 7.

The liquid-drop expression for the mass excesses of
Tmax atoms is now as complete as current experimental
data allow. For evenA,

d~A! 5 H0.001~242 A!3 if A , 24

0 if A $ 24

and

D~A,Z! 5 8.071~A 2 Z! 1 7.289Z

2 @6.52 d~A!#A

1 0.079~A 1 25!203

1 Z~Z 21!@0.357A2103 1 1.023~A 2 1!21#













~14a!

and for odd~A 1 1!,

D~A 1 1,Z! 5 D~A,Z! 1 7 . ~14b!

With this expression forD~A,Z!, it can be con-
firmed that reactions~1!, ~2a!, ~2b!, ~3a!, ~3b!, ~4a!, ~4b!,
~5a!, and ~5b! are all exothermic as required. Reaction
~1! is exothermic for any stableTmax isotope in Table IV
with odd A $ 35 or evenA $ 64, ranging from35Li to
313N. Reactions~2a! and ~2b! are exothermic for allA
andE, reaction~3a! for A1 B1 6 $ 42, reaction~3b! for
A 1 B 1 6 $ 40, reaction~4a! for A 1 4 $ 22, reaction
~4b! for A1 4 $ 20, and reactions~5a! and~5b! for E11
E2 $ 46.

REACTION CROSS SECTIONS

Very little experimental data are available for eval-
uating or placing limits on the cross-section areas for poly-
neutron reactions. The physical size of cold fusion reactors
~1 cm3 is adequate! suggests a substantially greater cross
section for polyneutrons than for neutrons in interactions
with ordinary matter. This is physically plausible be-
cause polyneutrons can initiate reactions having a single
charged product for which there is no Coulomb barrier,
whereas neutrons cannot initiate such reactions. We also
can expect a very large cross section for reaction~1!,
which generates an initial polyneutron, as this reaction

also has a single charged product. The time duration re-
quired for initiation depends on the flux of neutrons and
the concentration ofTmax isotopes in addition to the re-
action cross section—all of which are unknown. For ex-
periments that rely on stray neutrons, the neutron flux is
small and highly variable, depending on the structural
components of the laboratory and on the composition and
configuration of the experimental setup. The concentra-
tion of Tmax isotopes is certainly small in an initial run. It
must be assumed that these are adequately compensated
for by the large cross section for reaction~1!.

Polyneutron reaction cross sections are expected to
be reduced when both products are charged or when there
are more than two products. Consider the following three
exothermic reactions, listed here in order of their esti-
mated relative cross sections:

An 1 7Li r A12n 1 5Li , ~15a!

An 1 7Li r A12H 1 5He , ~15b!

and

An 1 7Li r Bn 1 A2B12n 1 5Li . ~15c!

The first of these is reaction~2a!, previously considered
the primary growth reaction for polyneutrons in inter-
action with lithium. Competing reaction~15b! with two
charged products terminates polyneutron growth by con-
verting neutralAn to chargedA12H, which can no longer
participate in cold nuclear reactions. For polyneutrons to
grow as large as;103 neutrons, as required for the phys-
ical interpretation of the data in Fig. 1, the cross section
for reaction~15b! must be;1023 times that of reaction
~15a!. Reaction~15c! must have a still smaller cross sec-
tion because otherwise polyneutrons in metallic lithium

TABLE IV

Nuclear Charge Dependence of the Range of Stability
of Tmax Atoms, from Tables II and III*

Region of Stability
Nuclear
ChargeZ Experiment Model

1 H6 to 34J 6
2 7 to 18
3 19 to 40
4 52 to 82 52 to 76

5 106 to 130 106 to 130
6 190 to 208 187 to 208
7 304 to 313
8 – – –

*Gaps of instability separate regions of stability for atoms with
a nuclear chargeZ $ 3. A narrow region of stability may exist
in the neighborhood ofA ' 308.
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would multiply faster than they were converted to mas-
sive hydrogen, leading to a runaway chain reaction. These
relative cross sections are required on phenomenological
grounds. Although they seem plausible, they have yet to
be verified by direct measurement or by calculation from
first principles.

Two other exothermic reactions listed in order of their
relative cross sections are

A1B16n 1 102Pdr A1B14n 1 104Pd ~16a!

and

A1B16n 1 102Pdr An 1 Bn 1 108Pd . ~16b!

The second of these is reaction~3a!, previously consid-
ered as the primary multiplication reaction for polyneu-
trons in interaction with palladium. Competing reaction
~16a! with only two products is expected to have a larger
cross section, with the consequence that polyneutron
multiplication is anticipated to be relatively rare com-
pared with shrinkage. Although illustrated here for pal-
ladium, the probability of shrinkage is expected to be
greater than that of multiplication for polyneutrons in in-
teraction with any material that supports multiplication.
Also, for some materials there is no limit to the shrink-
age that can take place. A polyneutron confined to nickel
will shrink until finally only one or two neutrons remain
and the polyneutron is lost to further reaction. This
presents a challenge to reactor design, where excessive
shrinkage must be avoided if a chain reaction is to be
sustained.

The following picture now emerges for the chain re-
action in the Li-Pd system. Polyneutrons in the electro-
lyte grow to large size at the expense of lithium, and then
they diffuse into the cathode where they shrink and oc-
casionally multiply at the expense of palladium. The num-
ber of polyneutrons is increased. They then diffuse back
into the electrolyte where growth takes over to continue
the reaction. A self-sustaining chain reaction can be main-
tained as long as the rate of polyneutron multiplication
exceeds the rate of loss from competing reactions.

DISCUSSION

The mass excess expression derived forTmaxnuclear
matter is not based on fundamental principles but was
tailored to fit a selection of experimental data. It is pos-
sible that its success is accidental and that it carries no
predictive power beyond an ability to recover the same
data to which it was fit. The physical plausibility and pre-
dictive capability of theTmax mass excess expression re-
main to be demonstrated.

Support for physical plausibility can be obtained by
comparing the liquid-drop models forTmax nuclear mat-
ter and ordinary nuclear matter. The volume, Coulomb,
and surface terms are compared in Table V. The volume

term shows that the binding energy per nucleon is only
;40% as great forTmax nuclear matter as for ordinary
nuclear matter. The coefficient of the Coulomb term is
about half as great, indicating that the density ofTmaxmat-
ter is only about an eighth that of ordinary nuclear mat-
ter.Also, the surface term indicates that the surface energy
should be ofTmax matter is only;0.5% as great as that
of ordinary matter.

Overall, the interpretation of the cold fusion reac-
tion and of the liquid-drop model that supports it appears
promising in light of the physical picture ofTmax matter
to which we have been led and considering the ability of
the model to illuminate many hitherto inexplicable re-
sults of cold fusion experiments, including the observa-
tion of gaps of instability separating regions of stability
in the mass spectrum of reaction products. These regions
of stability are shown graphically in Fig. 2, where they
are compared with the stability limits of ordinary iso-
topes. Nucleon number and nuclear charge coordinates
~A,Z! are highlighted in black for ordinary isotopes that
are stable against all decay modes~strong, electromag-
netic, beta, and fission!. StableTmax isotopes are high-
lighted with cross-hatching, andTmaxisotopes that are not
stable against fission are left unhighlighted. The regions
of cross-hatched shading show clearly the bounds of sta-
bility that are expected forTmaxreaction products and that
are exhibited in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 allTmax isotopes whose most accessible de-
cay path involves multiple beta decay are considered to
be stable. This is consistent with the practice for ordi-
nary isotopes and with the observation that double beta
decay rates are negligible on a geologic timescale. Mas-
sive hydrogen6H is a special case for which the decay
6H r 4He 1 2n is characterized byDT3 5 1

2
_, which is

allowed for beta decay, but also byDT 5 2, which is not
allowed.11 As a result the decay rate for6H is expected to
be intermediate between single and double beta decay. It
thus is possible that6H may be present in the environ-
ment and that an initial polyneutron may be produced by
the reaction1n 1 6H r 1H 1 6n.

Overall, the model points to new research directions
supported by quantitative predictions, including the chem-
ical natures of the products found in cold fusion reactions,

TABLE V

Comparison of Liquid-Drop-Model Parameters*

Tmax Independent Particle

Volume term 26.5A 215.67A
Coulomb term 0.357Z~Z 2 1!A2103 0.736Z~Z 2 1!A2103

Surface term 0.079~A 1 25!203 17.23A203

*The Tmaxterms with their associated parameters are taken from
Eq. ~14!, and for ordinary nuclear matter the independent-
particle terms and parameters are taken from Ref. 10.
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the possible existence of more massive products near
A5 308, the existence in nature of low concentrations of
Tmax isotopes, and the isotopic mass shifts and transmu-
tations to be expected in ordinary nuclides when they par-
ticipate in cold fusion reactions.
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